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Figure 1: Slide Gestalt automatically generates hierarchical groupings based on the visual and textual correspondences be-
tween slides in a slide deck. It helps readers to navigate from the higher-level sections to the lower-level descriptions via our
accessible interface.

ABSTRACT
Presentation slides commonly use visual patterns for structural nav-
igation, such as titles, dividers, and build slides. However, screen
readers do not capture such intention, making it time-consuming
and less accessible for blind and visually impaired (BVI) users to
linearly consume slides with repeated content. We present Slide
Gestalt, an automatic approach that identifies the hierarchical struc-
ture in a slide deck. Slide Gestalt computes the visual and textual
correspondences between slides to generate hierarchical group-
ings. Readers can navigate the slide deck from the higher-level
section overview to the lower-level description of a slide group or
individual elements interactively with our UI. We derived side con-
sumption and authoring practices from interviews with BVI readers
and sighted creators and an analysis of 100 decks. We performed
our pipeline with 50 real-world slide decks and a large dataset.
Feedback from eight BVI participants showed that Slide Gestalt
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helped navigate a slide deck by anchoring content more efficiently,
compared to using accessible slides.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Presentation slides (e.g., created via Apple Keynote, Google Slides,
and Microsoft PowerPoint) are a popular format for people to con-
vey ideas through a series of slides with graphics and text, widely
used in lectures, talks, and meetings. In addition to their use for
giving presentations, slide decks’ simple, linear format also makes
it easy to share and follow the content asynchronously. However,
studies show that slide decks are often inaccessible to blind and
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visually impaired (BVI) users who consume via a screen reader. Is-
sues include a lack of metadata (such as alternative text for figures
and tables [47]) and incorrect reading orders of elements within
each slide, which can cause misinterpretation [27, 53]. Furthermore,
existing authoring practices of visual presentations potentially in-
troduce challenges for screen reader users to follow. Slide authors
commonly build content hierarchies and consistent visual patterns
for a compelling presentation via similar titles, layouts, and build
slides [13, 62]. Such a design intention is never revealed by a screen
reader. This leads to repeated content when a sequence of slides
contains slightly modified materials, e.g., an added sentence to a
list, or a bounding box to highlight an element. As a result, screen
reader users must consume the full readout while mentally tracking
and filtering redundant information.

Prior art makes presentation slides more accessible by automat-
ing captions or encouraging authors to annotate metadata [45, 47,
49]. There are computational approaches to create a high-level out-
line of a slide deck for sighted users to quickly access to a specific
slide [3, 13, 24]. While these methods are effective to describe slide
elements, we argue that it is critical to reveal a deck’s structure
and styles contextually (e.g., overview) while reading individual
component (e.g., detail). Challenges remain in how to capture pat-
terns between slides from an in-depth understanding of the text
and visual elements and their intentions.

In this paper, we present Slide Gestalt, an automatic approach
that identifies the hierarchical structure in a slide deck to help
BVI slide readers navigate efficiently. Slide Gestalt provides BVI
readers access to up to two levels of the structure (via sections
and subsections) in a slide deck. It identifies visual and textual
correspondences between slides, and generates the hierarchical
slide grouping based on alignment scores. Slide Gestalt’s interface
allows users to flexibly navigate between a high-level overview of
the slide structure and detailed descriptions of the slide groupings
and elements. This enables readers to quickly gain slide information
with different levels of granularity based on their goals, such as to
skim, search, or scrutinize.

We conducted an analysis with 100 slide decks and interviewed
seven presentation authors and four BVI slide users to derive com-
mon authoring and reading practices that inspired our design. To
demonstrate the feasibility of our automatic approach, we per-
formed Slide Gestalt’s end-to-end pipeline with 50 real-world slide
decks we collected and report the performance (F1-Score=0.81).
We evaluated our results with eight BVI readers by reviewing the
content and structures of two lecture slide decks with similar topics,
lengths, and hierarchies. Using Slide Gestalt, participants skimmed
through more slides than using the baseline interface (29.3 vs. 19.4
number of slides). They answered informational questions about
the slide decks by anchoring the relevant information more quickly
with our UI (45.8 vs. 96.9 seconds) and navigating less redundant
elements (6.5 vs. 20.6 number of elements) than when using the
baseline interface. All participants preferred Slide Gestalt to the
baseline interface and to their prior experiences with slide software.

To summarize, we make the following contributions:

• Formative studies of consuming and authoring practices in com-
mon slide decks.

• An automatic approach that identifies and generates a hierarchi-
cal structure for a slide deck.

• Evaluations of the quality and utility of our automatically gen-
erated hierarchies and descriptions of slide decks, including a
technical analysis and a study with eight BVI participants.

2 RELATEDWORK
Our research builds on prior work of tools for slide creation and
navigation support, and techniques to make slides and other appli-
cations accessible.

2.1 Slide Authoring and Structuring
Software applications (such as Apple Keynote, Google Slides, and
Microsoft PowerPoint) have made slide creation available to a
wide audience [28]. Advanced techniques further support effec-
tive creation of slide content from a document [56], data [63], or
sketches [37], and to animate elements [65]. Most software restricts
a slide deck to be linear, i.e., slides are organized sequentially. To
structure a slide deck, some tools allow users to manually group
consecutive slides and optionally annotate section titles [2, 38].
Prior work proposed computational methods to create an outline
of a slide deck given a user input [3] or by slide components [24].
Users could manage the flow and time via a directed graph [12, 58],
or to flexibly author between an outline and a canvas of slide con-
tent [13]. Finally, bymeasuring slide similarities, users could inspect
content progression between multiple presentations [10] or reuse
materials [57].

We are inspired by these prior efforts that automatically gen-
erate an outline or connect multiple slides or decks to enhance
authoring experiences. However, while other research has shown
that hierarchical information can be useful to navigate multimedia
like movies [43], tutorial videos [8, 59], live streams [17], and im-
ages [34], it requires research to understand how revealing a slide
deck structure could further help readers consume the content,
especially for BVI users with a screen reader.

2.2 Presentation Consumption Support
People create slides widely for sharing. A common use case for slide
creation is to perform a live presentation, where users control the
slide playback using presentation software while talking through
the content. To assist presenters in better control, researchers have
developed interactive tools to visually focus on materials [20] or
follow a visual hint for better pacing [9, 58].

Another use case is for sharing slides asynchronously without
a talk-through. For efficient slide deck consumption, He et al. pro-
posed a summarizationmethod dedicated for slide decks [25], which
can be especially useful for readers who are not familiar with the
content. Outlines and graphs support not only authoring, but navi-
gation [3, 12]. However, to consume individual slides in a deck, it
requires time to process information linearly for both general and
BVI users. We focus on supporting the offline reading experience
of a slide deck, specifically to identify the underlying structure that
can be read explicitly by a screen reader. In turn, we aim to improve
user’s understanding of a deck structure and avoid redundantly
consuming sequences of similar content.
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Figure 2: Structure patterns and examples that we observed in our slide deck analysis, including (1) a divider pattern for
transitioning to different sections, (2) a build-slide pattern that shows elements one by one, and (3) a topic-split pattern that
breaks similar topics into a sequence of slides.

2.3 Improving Slide Content Accessibility
Presentation tools make it easy to create visual supports for con-
veying a concept via graphics and animations. However, without
a live presentation, slides are often inaccessible to BVI audiences
due to the lack of alt text describing visual elements [47, 49] or the
incorrect read order of slide elements [39]. Prior work has intro-
duced techniques to enable efficient slide annotations from authors.
Sato et al. [54] and Ishihara et al. [27] built systems to annotate
slide diagrams and convert a slide deck into the HTML format for
screen readers. Peng et al. [45] demonstrated automatic techniques
to extract slides in a presentation video and convert them to an
accessible slide deck on demand, which allows BVI users to read ele-
ments that were not explicitly described by the authors. While these
approaches improved the reading experiences for BVI users, they
are primarily designed for making slides accessible at an element
level. Our work instead focuses onmaking slides accessible at a deck
level. By generating a high-level overview and low-level groupings,
we investigate how hierarchical information could enable screen
reader users to navigate a slide deck more efficiently.

2.4 Accessible Technologies for Multimedia
Formats

Our work is built upon prior research that enables accessible con-
tent of structured formats, including web pages [31], PDF docu-
ments [4], mobile applications [16, 48, 64], and graphical user inter-
faces [34, 35, 61]. For other multimedia formats such as an edited
video, recent research improves the accessibility based on visual

signals and text transcripts [26, 32, 41, 44, 46]. These efforts provide
us insights to design an automatic approach to enhance existing
slide decks. We suggest that similar to a web document, a slide deck
contains a hierarchy of text (including titles and supporting text)
and visual (images, figures, and graphics) elements. However, it
is different from prior work given its unique slide-based format,
where recurring patterns could exist in or between a series of slides
that this paper focuses on.

3 UNDERSTANDING SLIDE DECK
ACCESSIBILITY

To better understand the accessibility issues of a slide deck from
both audiences’ and authors’ perspectives, we conducted (1) infor-
mal interviews with four BVI slide readers to learn their current
reading experiences, and (2) formal interviews with seven sighted
slide authors to obtain their authoring practices. We further re-
viewed the content structures of 100 slide decks to verify the gen-
eralizability of our findings in the interviews. While studies have
examined the accessibility of individual slides or canvases [55], our
work is the first to investigate the accessibility of slides both at the
individual slide level and the deck level, which considers a series of
slides and their patterns.

3.1 Informal Interviews with BVI Slide Readers
We conducted an informal study of 30-minute online interviews
with four BVI participants (two female and two male, age=32-41)
to understand their current practices for reading slide decks. All
participants were active slide readers who consumed multiple slide
decks using screen readers on aweekly basis for work and education
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needs. We asked participants to share their experiences following
slide decks offline and any challenges they encountered.

All participants reported that they read slide decks using either
Microsoft PowerPoint or Google Slides. They mainly read the el-
ements in each slide sequentially through the presenter mode to
avoid accidentally editing the slides. They noted that they often fo-
cused on the text content in a slide deck given that visual elements
(such as images or charts) rarely had alternative text.

Participants shared that they would identify incorrect element
read order in a slide (e.g., the title of the slide was read out after
other elements). Furthermore, they found the “recurring” patterns
that appeared across the slide deck confusing. They occasionally
got lost between slides when the screen reader repeated the same or
similar elements. They would spot these repetitions from identical
elements when switching between slides, or between similar titles
across a sequence of slides. This made it difficult for participants to
navigate through the slide deck.

Participants found the inconsistent length of content between
slides confusing at times, when some slides contained a short word
or sentence, while others included a lot of text and visuals. Such
inconsistency made it unclear whether a slide contained new infor-
mation. To address these accessibility issues, participants suggested
adding element annotations (such as alt text and read order) and
explaining the purpose of the recurring structures or patterns (such
as sections and animations) of a slide deck.

In response to the issues (e.g., missing alt text, incorrect read
order, confusing recurring patterns, and inconsistent length of con-
tent) identified in our informal study with BVI readers, we con-
ducted a follow-up formal study with sighted slide authors to better
understand their current design strategies and how they impact the
accessibility of the resulting content for BVI individuals.

3.2 Interviews with Slide Authors
We recruited seven sighted participants (four female, three male,
age=26-35) from our organization and conducted 30-minute semi-
structured online interviews to gain insight into their slide creation
practices. All of our participants regularly created slides for work or
educational purposes. During the interview, we asked participants
to share the tools they commonly used to create slides, their cre-
ation process, and to provide 1-2 examples of slide decks they had
recently created. We asked about their experiences organizing and
presenting materials, and how they would describe the hierarchies
or structures in the slide decks. We inquired if they were aware
of any annotations or design patterns, such as alt text, read order,
and repetitive elements, that could impact the accessibility and
readability of a slide deck for BVI audiences.

3.2.1 Current practices. All of our participants had experience cre-
ating slide decks with PowerPoint, Google Slides, and Keynote
(three regularly used PowerPoint, three used Google Slides, and
one used Keynote). Six of them shared that they created their decks
by adding slides one by one in a linear order. One participant pre-
ferred to draft the main points they planned to include in a docu-
ment before creating the deck. Participants mentioned that they
sometimes created an “outline” slide to describe the overall topic,
especially when the slide deck became longer. The outline slide
would not cover every high-level subject or low-level detail in the

slide deck. Overall, we found that sighted authors often organized
and presented slide information in a visually cohesive way by using
elements with similar visuals or semantic attributes across slides.

3.2.2 Authoring Patterns. Through analyzing the example decks
and feedback from participants, we identified three common struc-
tures (divider, build, and topic split slides) that authors frequently
used in their slide decks:

Divider slides, also known as section divider slides, visually
divide a slide deck into segments, such as sections or subsections
(see Figure 2-1). This pattern helps create a consistent and organized
visual presentation. Divider slides often include a short section title
with a distinguished background color or graphics, or recurring
bullet points highlighting the progression of an agenda.

Build slides are used when a series of visually similar slides sim-
ulate a graphical animation (see Figure 2-2). This pattern presents
content gradually, making it easier for the audience to focus on one
element at a time. Though this design has a similar effect to adding
animation to individual slide elements, all participants noted that
they preferred using build slides over element-based animations
in one slide. They explained that build slides offered benefits for
presenters to split their speaker note to multiple slides, navigate
more efficiently, and avoid repetitive animation configuration of ele-
ments. They could also utilize transitions to create a more engaging
and dynamic visual presentation.

Topic split slides are a design technique where a single topic
is divided into multiple slides with similar or identical titles (see
Figure 2-3). This can effectively reduce visual clutters and make
a presentation organized and connected. For example, the second
and third slides in Figure 2-3 expand upon the same title with
more context. Another common example is adding “(continued)” or
“(cont’d)” to the original title on follow-up slides. This pattern helps
indicate that the topic is being continued from the previous slide.

3.2.3 Accessibility Considerations. These structure patterns are pri-
marily designed for a visually appealing and engaging presentation.
We further discuss the accessibility implications of these authoring
techniques with sighted authors. All participants acknowledged
that they were not fully aware of the challenges that BVI slide
readers faced in accessing the content. After learning about the
potential accessibility issues, they found it challenging to address
these concerns in practice. On the slide level, participants found it
time consuming to add alternative text or correct the read order of
elements. At the deck level, they would not explicitly describe the
structures due to the labor-intensive process of manual annotations.
When asked about how they would describe the hierarchy of the
slide decks if more flexible annotation tools existed, all participants
said that they would mostly use the first title of each grouping to
describe the grouping or structures. If there is no title in the initial
slides, they would look at the visuals on the slides and describe
them as titles, or use the title on the next-available slides.

Through our studies with BVI slide readers and sighted slide au-
thors, we observed that common design decisions made by sighted
authors are visual driven without considering the non-visual rep-
resentation for screen readers. This leads to accessibility issues
for BVI users. We suggest that by automating the annotation and
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description process of the slide structure, it could improve the ac-
cessibility of a slide deck for blind readers, and possibly enable
sighted authors to improve annotations more efficiently.

3.3 Accessibility Analysis of Content and
Structures in Slide Decks

To further confirm the design consideration for an automatic
tool, we conducted an analysis of 100 existing slide decks. Our goal
is to obtain a comprehensive overview of the design strategies that
authors frequently employ, as well as the accompanying accessibil-
ity issues of the slide deck structure from authoring practices.
3.3.1 Data. We collected a diverse range of slide decks from public
sources and within our organization, covering a wide range of
topics, from technology, design, marketing, to science.We randomly
selected a set of slide decks for each topic and filtered decks that
were too short (less than 10 slides) in order to better observe the
structures. In total, we obtained 100 slide decks with 25 decks for
each of the four selected topics. The average number of slides per
deck in each topic was between 32 and 36. All slides were served
by Google Slides [22] as the platform allows for consistent sharing
and reading of slides across different operating systems, making it
ideal for our analysis.

3.3.2 Annotations. For each slide deck, we annotated each slide
using the common structures (divider, build and topic split, see
Figure 2 for examples1) and groupings (sections, subsections) that
we learned in the interviews. Two annotators (authors of this paper,
sighted) decided the definition of structures (i.e., the repetitive
structure shown throughout the slide deck) by following prior
research [19, 47] to first reach the agreement on the small set of
slides and then annotate the rest afterwards.

3.3.3 Results: The 100 slide decks we inspected contained 33.75
slides on average (𝜎 = 20.85, [min, max] = [15, 120]) and 7.50
elements (e.g., texts, images, shapes) per slide (𝜎 = 3.45). 94% of
the slide decks included a title slide, all presented as the first slide
in a deck. Only 21% of the decks included outline slides, and these
decks contained 67.18 number of slides on average (𝜎 = 15.56). This
is aligned with our interview finding with sighted authors, where
outline slides were usually added for a long deck.

We observed 44% of the slide decks included at least two divider
slides. Dividers were only used in decks of more than 21 slides in
our collection. 58% of the decks included at least one group of build
slides (with 3.04 slides in each group on average). Meanwhile, we
found in-slide animation in 33% of the decks, with an average of
2.25 elements animated on a slide. Finally, 73% of the slide decks
included at least one group of topic split slides (with 3.25 slide
in each group on average). The average number of levels in the
slide decks was 1.74 (𝜎 = 0.69; each level deck counts: 0-level=4,
1-level=26, 2-level=64, 3-level=4, and 4-level=2).

Regarding the accessibility of the collected slides, we found only
1.1% of image elements contained alt text and 5.5% of slides had
a correct read order. In total, only 2% of slide decks were fully
accessible with complete alt text of all slide elements and the correct
read order. Through the analysis of the collected slide decks, we

1The examples used in this paper are intentionally selected to include only lectures or
coursework, presenting insensitive topics.

confirmed that the slide content and patterns raise accessibility
concerns, which aligns with our interview findings.

3.4 Reflection
Our discussions with BVI slide readers suggest that there are bar-
riers to follow content and patterns in a slide deck using screen
readers. One of the issues is that the information is primarily de-
signed and presented using visuals, which rarely support non-visual
representations (e.g., alt text, section or animation descriptions).
This creates a significant challenge for BVI users who intend to
access and understand the information in a slide deck. Our in-
terviews with sighted slide authors and the analysis of existing
slide decks revealed that there are multiple reasons for the com-
mon inaccessibility stemmed from slide creators, including (1) the
intention to create visually appealing narratives, (2) the design
strategies [7, 11, 51] that may not be interpretable by screen readers
(e.g., to create segments with dividers, present a topic gradually
with build slides, and to break a complex topic into pieces with topic
split slides), and (3) a lack of awareness or willingness to improve
the readability for BVI audiences.

To make slide decks accessible to BVI individuals, guidelines
suggest incorporating non-visual representations of the informa-
tion, such as alt text [1, 15, 33]. In addition to adding annota-
tions per element, guidelines also recommend creating correct
sequences [1, 14, 42, 60]. The principle applies to both the slide
and deck levels in order to explain the context (e.g., element orders
and section titles), intention (e.g., to show the structure of building
animation or splitting content), and progress (e.g., to indicate the
start and end of a pattern) in a slide deck.

In this work, we build upon existing efforts on understanding
and making slides accessible at the element level (alt text and read
order) [5, 6, 27, 55] and further address accessibility at the deck level
by identifying implicit slide hierarchies (section and subsections)
and explaining the context and design intention of visual structures
(dividers, build and topic split slides). Our goal is to provide an
automatic approach to making slide decks more accessible and
interpretable to BVI slide readers. We aim to improve accessibility
for the visual design of a slide deck for BVI users to access and
follow the slides in a structured way.

4 SLIDE GESTALT
We present Slide Gestalt, an automatic approach that extracts the
structure embedded in a slide deck, which in turn enables BVI users
to efficiently navigate the slide content via two key components in
an independent reader view (see Figure 3): (1) a structure description
header, which supports user navigation from high-level sections to
low-level slide grouping descriptions of a slide deck, and (2) a slide
element description list, which lays out elements in each slide as an
ordered list of descriptions (including text content, image alt text,
and shape types) for the detailed content. Below we illustrate the
design of each component:

The structure description header displays the extracted struc-
ture of a slide deck in a two-level hierarchy (see Figure 3a, b, and
c that outlines the deck overview). The first level, a section de-
scription header, shows the overview of a section, each has the
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Deck overview
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Slide title

Subsection overview

Slide title

Slide sub-elements
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b

Source Slide Deck
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Accessible User Interface

Slide sub-elements

c

Figure 3: Slide Gestalt’s accessible user interface reveals the hierarchy of the input source slide deck, including (a) the deck
overview that describes the overall structure, (b-c) the section and subsection overviews that show the structure type, header,
and indices, and (1-2) the slide element description list.

Build

Build

}

}

Correspondence & Classification

Figure 4: Slide Gestalt’s automatic pipeline for identifying a slide deck’s two-level hierarchy. By comparing the visual and text
correspondence, Slide Gestalt classifies the slide groups and generates a multi-level hierarchical tree.

description, the start and end slide number, and the number of sub-
sections in the section (see Figure 3b, tagged as <h2> in our UI). The
second level, a subsection description header, contains the overview
description of a subsection and the structure type identified by Slide
Gestalt, i.e., divider, build, or topic split slides (see Figure 3c, tagged
as <h3> in our UI). For subsections of either the build or topic split
pattern, the description contains the slide numbers of the start and
end slides to indicate the length of a slide group. The build slide
pattern shows additional instruction in the header to allow users
to jump to the slides with the most complete information.

The slide element description list shows all the elements in
a slide (see Figure 3.1 and 3.2 for examples). Each element list
starts with a header element that contains the slide number and

title (extracted from metadata) and allows built-in navigation using
screen readers.

Finally, we provide an Editor Mode for slide authors to modify
the visual descriptions (including image alt text and shape type)
and the structure information of the slide deck.

5 ALGORITHMIC METHOD
Slide Gestalt automatically annotates an input slide deck to retrieve
its text and visual elements and locations. It identifies and describes
the structure of the slide deck for BVI readers by (1) computing
correspondence between slides, (2) detecting dividers and group-
ings in the slide deck with visual and semantic distances, and (3)
generating hierarchical groupings and descriptions. Figure 4 shows
our end-to-end pipeline.
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5.1 Extracting Slide Deck Data
We built an automatic pipeline that renders and processes an input
slide deck on the cloud using the Google Slides API [21]. Our Slide
Annotator retrieves individual visual elements on each slide, includ-
ing text, images, tables, and shapes (such as a box or a line), sorted
by their depth ordering. It annotates each element’s bounding box,
which is the absolute region relative to the slide canvas. It captures
the thumbnail of each slide based on the final state after animation
if any, stored as image byte.

5.2 Computing Slide Correspondence
With the slide annotations, Slide Gestalt computes the correspon-
dence between slides based on their visual and textual properties.
We intentionally remove the first slide in the input deck with an
assumption to infer it as a title slide, learned from our analysis. For
the remaining slides, we featurize both the slide visuals (thumbnails,
element layouts) and the content (titles, elements) using neural em-
bedding models [29, 36, 40] to construct an embedding for each
slide. Next, for each slide pair (define source 𝑠𝑙𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑖 and target 𝑠𝑙𝑖𝑑𝑒 𝑗 )
in the deck of 𝑁 slides beside the title slide, we construct a distance
matrix𝐷 ∈ R𝑁𝑥𝑁 where𝐷𝑖, 𝑗 refers to the cosine distances between
𝑠𝑙𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑖 and 𝑠𝑙𝑖𝑑𝑒 𝑗 embedding vectors. The resulting distance matrix
is then fed into an unsupervised sequence alignment model [52]
(that was used in machine translation tasks to perform many-to-
many entity mapping) to cluster the slides into an initial set of slide
groupings via the iterative matching process and the optimization
algorithm to set the threshold for entity alignment. As a result, each
slide aligns to a range of corresponding slides (from 0 to 𝑁 − 1)
throughout the deck. Slide Gestalt performs this iterative process to
generate a set of groups with corresponding slides for classification.

5.3 Detecting Dividers and Slide Deck
Groupings

With the initial set of slide groupings, we next detect the underlying
structure to improve accessibility for a screen reader that we identi-
fied in Section 3. Specifically, we focus on constructing a two-level
hierarchy, as it is one of the most common multi-level structures.
First, to detect dividers that create a high-level structure, we use
a rule-based approach by calculating the “deck distance” between
slides. We define the deck distance as the difference of slide indices.
We first filter groups that contain only one slide. Groups that con-
tain non-consecutive slides (i.e., with a sufficient gap between the
slide indices within a group) are then classified as dividers (see
the example shown in Figure 2.1). When multiple groupings are
considered as dividers, we find the one that covers the largest range
of slides as the first-level section dividers. Though our approach
supports structure detection for a slide deck with more than two
levels in a hierarchy (e.g., it is possible to iteratively generate slide
dividers within each section by the initial dividers), we chose to
present two-level information in our interface. This avoids a lengthy
section title and complex structure, such as “section 2.1.1.1” that
can be difficult to trace by a user.

Next, for slides in each section (segmented by the first set of
dividers), we apply the same neural model and matching algorithm
to generate the groupings of sequential slides based on slide ti-
tle encoding. If the subgroups are found in the initial set of slide

groupings, we label them as build slides (Figure 2.2). Otherwise, we
label them as topic split slides (Figure 2.3). We consider the rest of
the slides with no structure label as independent slides, where the
screen readers can read them individually.

5.4 Generating Structure Descriptions
Based on the detection results, Slide Gestalt generates the descrip-
tion for each structural pattern. To describe the structures with
simple and concise terms, we use the first slide title in a sequence as
the description of a section or a subsection. If there is no text title
in a slide (e.g., with only image or graphical elements), we use the
author-provided alt text or the automatically-generated image cap-
tion (using Google Vision API [23]) of the largest image presence
(which indicates its importance [50]) as the description. Besides the
section and subsection titles, we embed additional details for each
structure, including the range of slides in the section or subsection,
the number of subsections in a section, and the classified structure
(divider, build, and topic split slide) and its detailed elements, as
described in Section 4. Finally, Slide Gestalt adjusts the element
read order in each slide based on the distance between the position
of elements and the upper-left corner (closer placed first).

5.5 Limitation
Our current approach does not consider in-slide animation detec-
tion, despite it being a common technique that sighted authors
apply. Animations might lead to content occlusions or overlapped
elements in a thumbnail image, which can potentially affect the
aligning performance of our correlation matrix. In addition, our
method requires a direct access to slide elements, which may not
always be available for certain formats, such as PDF slides. We
suggest processing metadata of animated elements and applying
computer vision techniques to improve the accessibility, such as
object detection and optical character recognition, in future work.

We acknowledge that our assumption of sections and groupings
in a slide deck, learned from our formative analysis, may not always
hold true. Slides can be structured in a more recursive manner, or
may not have an explicit structure at all. In such cases, future
opportunities include providing an authoring tool to encourage
authors to describe the structure explicitly for screen readers.

Finally, our current approach incorporates multiple models for
content analysis in a slide deck. With the recent advancements in
zero-shot or few-shot learning and reasoning using large language
models, we suggest future work to investigate translations and
effective reasoning between different modalities.

6 TECHNICAL EVALUATION
To our knowledge, there is no public slide deck dataset that contains
annotations of multi-level structures or fine-grained element labels.
To evaluate the effectiveness of Slide Gestalt, we created a dataset
of 50 slide decks with quality content annotations. We further
inspected how our approach can be generalized to a large-scale
dataset with loose labels and sampled the results. We describe our
data, evaluation methods, and results below.
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Precision Recall Macro-F1

Source Overall Divider Build Topic 
Split None Overall Divider Build Topic 

Split None Overall Divider Build Topic 
Split None

Visual-only 0.69 0.78 0.86 0.88 0.52 0.84 0.83 0.91 0.76 0.87 0.76 0.80 0.88 0.66 0.65
Content-only 0.81 0.75 0.79 0.90 0.80 0.68 0.62 0.69 0.88 0.51 0.74 0.69 0.72 0.89 0.62
Hybrid 0.79 0.78 0.82 0.77 0.78 0.83 0.76 0.87 0.85 0.82 0.81 0.77 0.84 0.81 0.80

Table 1: The performance of our generated correspondence and groupings, including the Precision, Recall, and F1 score. Over-
all, our pipeline achieved a better performance using a hybrid approach with both visual and semantic data than using either
visual-only or content-only information.

c
[Section 3] 1. Instruction-goal Mapping (Slide 11-13, No Subsection) [Section 4] 2. Goal-policy Mapping (Slide 14-15, No Subsection)

[Subsection 1] Takeaway: summary 
quality (Slide 38)

[Section 10] Takeaway (Slide 37-42, 
3 Subsections)

[Subsection 2] Takeaway: efficiency 
(Slide 39)

[Subsection 3] Takeaway: user experience (Slide 40-42)

...

...

...

a

b

Figure 5: Examples of automatically-generated results by Slide Gestalt: (a) For similar slides separated by divider slides, our
pipeline is able to create correct hierarchical sections. (b) Slide Gestalt successfully identifies subsections that fulfill the topic
split pattern, although the slides have high visual similarity. (c) For a slide deckwhere the layouts from a template have similar
graphical designs, Slide Gestalt correctly avoids under segmentation via our multimodal approach.

6.1 Test Dataset
We collected 50 slide decks that were created by three of the authors
of this paper prior to the start of this project, between year 2018
and 2022. We did not modify the slide content or ordering. The
length of these decks ranged between 18 and 118 slides. The topics
varied from science, education, engineering, and design for lectures
or conference talks. We ran the Slide Annotator of our pipeline to
extract individual elements of each slide and retrieve fine-grained
labels via the Google Slides API [21]. The average number of slides
in a deck is 37.44 (𝜎 = 19.64, [min, max] = [18, 118]) with 7.8
elements per slide (𝜎 = 3.20), which is similar to the the data we
observed in Section 3. Then, we manually annotated the ground-
truth hierarchy and groupings based on the findings we derived in

Section 3, to label each slide as a title, divider, build, topic split, or
no pattern up to two levels.

6.2 Method
We evaluated the performance of different slide properties as input
sources for identifying slide correspondences within each deck.
Specifically, we examine three types of slide data sources (1) visual-
only: how well the pipeline performed with visual data, such as
thumbnails and element layouts, as features, and (2) content-only:
how well the pipeline performed with content-based data, such
as titles and element descriptions, as features, and (3) hybrid: how
well the pipeline performed with visual and content properties
altogether as features.
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For featurization, we encoded the selected data using a combina-
tion of pre-trained vision [29, 36] and document [40] models. Given
that our generated hierarchies were dependent on the quality of
slide correspondence derived from the featurized embeddings, we
evaluated our results based on the performance of the computed
correspondence [52]. We calculated the precision, recall and F1-
score of the classification results against our ground-truth labels
and report the overall macro F-1 scores.

6.3 Results
Table 1 shows the F1-score of the input sources that we specified to
denote Slide Gestalt’s general and class-specific performance. We
observed that the divider pattern and the build slide pattern could be
better captured by visual characteristics (the visual-only approach
shows high F1-scores.) On the other hand, the topic split pattern
tends to be correlated with each other semantically (the content-
only approach shows high F1-score.) We found that the hybrid
approach achieves the best overall generation quality as compared
to visual-only or content-only approach alone. The higher recall
rate implies that the hybrid method tends to avoid over-grouping
and segmentation, which is derived from the characteristics of con-
tent embedding comparison where our pipeline was conservative
to generate structures (demonstrated by the high recall rate of using
content-only source data from slides). The visual-based approach
shows slightly better performance compared to the content-only
approach since some structures were instantiated by visual charac-
teristics (e.g., dividers), yet the high sensitivity of the vision-only
approach leads to a low precision rate where the pipeline generated
more incorrect mappings and segments. Based on the results, we
chose a hybrid approach that considered both visual and content
labels to generate the structures and descriptions that we used in
our user study (Section 7).

6.4 Large Dataset
Visual styles and formats of a slide deck vary significantly according
to authoring choices, target audiences, and presentation goals. We
aim to further validate the generalizability and stress test of our
pipeline. We created a dataset of over 121,000 slide decks served on
Google Slides that were shared openly by the slide authors among
our organization. The topics in this large-scale dataset covered tech
talks, academic research, software or device tutorials, marketing,
operations, and other subjects.

To handle data labeling at this scale, we built a fully automatic
pipeline that annotated the corpus and retrieved the elements with
less fine-grained labels without human inspection. For examples,
the thumbnail image might partially render a slide if the source
URL of an image element became invalid; text of different fonts and
sizes in the same box was not separately marked; the bounding box
of a text element covered the entire text box instead of the words.

While we were unable to record the creation dates of these decks,
we observed the data spanned from Year 2011 to 2022, based on
the dates listed on the first slide from a random sample of 50 decks.
The length of these decks ranged from 1 and over 300 slides. We
carefully processed this internally-public data in our organization
for research purposes under data policy.

ID Gender Age Level of Vision # Years Reading Frequency

P1 F 28 Light perception Since birth Couple of times a week
P2 F 58 Totally blind Since age 22 Couple of times a week
P3 M 55 Totally blind Since age 36 Once a week
P4 F 22 Light perception Since birth Couple of times a week
P5 M 44 Light perception Since age 31 Once a week
P6 M 56 Totally blind Since birth Couple of times a week
P7 F 52 Totally blind Since birth Couple of times a week
P8 M 64 Light perception Since birth Once a week

Table 2: Participants’ demographic information in our user
evaluation, which includes their gender, age, level of vision
and years at the designated level of vision, and how fre-
quently they read a slide deck.

We selected slide decks that were in English and filtered decks
of lengths between 25 and 50 slides for processing purposes. We
randomly sampled and performed our pipeline on 500 decks, pro-
cessing each deck individually. Our model did not learn or improve
performance from the process. We inspected 10% of the structure
results in terms of the grouping, types, and structure descriptions
via a script. We observed that Slide Gestalt was able to create a
reasonable structure, especially for slide decks that seemed to be
created from a template (which defined layouts of title, section
header, and title and body). Since the layout types were not named
and labeled consistently per slide, we suggest that data-driven ap-
proach is critical to support the scale. We observed that thumbnail
quality impacts the results, similar to the finding in Table 1.

To conduct a more profound analysis, future work should con-
sider several aspects. First, it is critical to understand the variety of
the slide decks in terms of topics, authoring styles, and presenta-
tion goals. This could help identify any patterns or trends in the
data and provide insights into the different ways slide decks are
used and created. Defining a taxonomy of visual design styles of
presentations would be helpful to understand the semantics and
the aesthetics variations across the slide decks. Second, it would
be valuable to investigate the correlation between the length of a
slide deck and its structure at a larger scale, e.g., whether longer
decks have more complex or hierarchical structures. Finally, as
the visual styles and formats of slide decks vary significantly, it is
crucial to assess whether the model could handle these variations
and produce accurate structure descriptions. Testing the model on
slide decks from different sources or in different languages would
also be an important step for future work.

7 USER EVALUATION
To evaluate the usability of Slide Gestalt, we conducted a user study
with eight BVI participants to compare our results with a baseline
of accessible decks, where we provided a control interface that
surfaced on Slide Gestalt’s UI without hierarchical information.

7.1 Method
Our one-hour online study with each BVI participant consisted of
two parts: (1) a semi-structured interview with the participant to
understand their prior experiences reading slides, and (2) a usability
study in which the participant read two slide decks we provided
with similar themes and structures using two interfaces.
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Participants:We recruited eight BVI participants outside our
organization (four female, four male, age=22-64) who had prior ex-
periences reading presentation slide decks with a screen reader (five
primarily used NVDA, two used JAWS, and one used VoiceOver;
see Table 2 for participants’ demographic information.) Participants
had varying reasons for reading slides: four of them primarily used
them for work (with two focused on accessibility-related topics,
one on audio production, and one on software engineering), two
used for school and educational purposes, and two used for infor-
mation inquiry, such as for community events and government
announcements. Their years of experience reading slides varied
from 5 to 11 years. We compensated each participant with a $75
voucher for completing a one-hour study session.

Interview Process: Each study session started with an inter-
view, where we asked participants to share their general strategy
of reading a slide deck, the challenges they encountered during the
reading and navigation process, and their solutions to overcome any
issues. We did not restrict any context or goal of their prior reading
experiences to share with us. We asked about their experiences
regarding structures in a slide deck and their interpretation of the
hierarchies we observed (i.e., a divider, build and topic split slide).
We took detailed notes during the study and analyzed the interview
by grouping the interview notes into themes, and synthesizing the
feedback by themes along with specific quotes.

Usability Study Procedure: After the interview, we conducted
a usability testing to evaluate our automatically-generated results.
Specifically, we compared two interfaces that presented slide deck
information differently: (1) a control interface modified from Slide
Gestalt’s UI, where all the element descriptions (e.g., image alt text)
were accessible and presented on a web page with the title header
indicating the beginning of each slide (as a stronger baseline than
Google Slides, which did not support header navigation), and (2)
Slide Gestalt’s hierarchical interface where participants could access
both the structure information of a slide deck and the accessible
element descriptions.

We provided a brief tutorial of the two interfaces. In the tutorial,
we chose a slide deck of the topic about the relationship between
disability and COVID-19. We asked participants to read through the
slide deck twice, one with Slide Gestalt’s hierarchical interface and
onewith the control interface.We briefly described the arrangement
of the pages and how to navigate through the slides using the arrow
key and heading level (supported by all screen readers natively).
The deck we chose consisted of multiple sections, subsections, and
structures (dividers, build slides, and topic split slides) to allow
users to familiarize themselves with the navigation.

Next, we conducted the formal study using the same set of in-
terfaces. We prepared two slide decks: One deck was titled “Ex-
perimental Design”, which included 35 slides with eight sections
and described the methodology of a good experimental design by
using guidelines of the camera app as an example. The other deck
was titled “The Technique of Evaluation”, which also included 35
slides with eight sections, and depicted a similar topic on various
techniques to do an effective evaluation.

Participants reviewed each slide deck using a unique interface –
either the control interface or Slide Gestalt’s hierarchical interface
in a counterbalanced order to reduce the learning effect. For each
slide deck, we asked participants to perform a set of tasks. We first

asked them to skim through the content given a fixed period of time
(three minutes). Then, we asked participants to summarize what
they had read and answer two questions with respect to the content
of the slides. We allowed participants to seek the relevant informa-
tion in their familiar way. After each set of tasks, we asked a series
of questions in a 7-point Likert scale. The questions included: how
helpful the interface supported them understanding the structure
and the content of the slide deck, and how helpful the interface
supported them navigating and skimming through the slide deck.
We also asked about the usefulness of each type of structure de-
scription. We concluded the study by asking open-ended questions
about their preferences of the two interfaces and the differences,
compared to their existing reading tools.

7.2 Feedback on Prior Slide Consumption
Experiences

All participants reported that most of the slide deck they read were
not completely accessible, at either the element level or the deck
level. We summarize the detailed responses:

How did BVI people read a slide deck? All participants re-
ported that they used PowerPoint as the major tool to read slides
as they felt it was one of the most screen-reader accessible presen-
tation tools on the market. Participants primarily relied on four
techniques to read slide decks, including (ordered by popularity):
(1) read the slides in the presenter mode as if playing the “slideshow”
(which could present content that was not revealed in the editor
view, such as animation) (P1, P4, P5), (2) export the slides to the
PDF format and use another PDF reader software (Adobe Acrobat)
to read the slide decks (P2, P7), (3) export the slides to a text-only
format or outline (e.g., Microsoft Word) and only read the text con-
tent of the slide deck (P3, P8), and (4) read the slides directly in the
editor mode (P6). All participants mentioned that they read slides
linearly regardless of the platforms they used.

Slide-level accessibility challenges: Participants described
accessibility issues that were also reported in prior work [27], in-
cluding the lack of alt text and the incorrect element read order.
These issues could be due to the lack of author annotations or the
missing metadata from format conversion. In terms of the reading
mode, P6 expressed that the editor view could be challenging to
read, given that they could unintentionally modify the file [55]: “To
be honest, reading slides in editor view is like walking on the street —
you’ll never know what you encounter, and whether you bump into
something that you have no idea what it is. I remember I accidentally
deleted elements on slides countless times while reading the deck (I
ended up just never saving the file after I read it). The only reason I
am still using it is just that I do not remember how to switch to the
presenter mode, so gradually I got used to the (editor) interface” (P6).
Despite the challenges, most of the participants expressed that they
did not find a viable solution that allowed them to independently
overcome the issues. They would ask the presenters to share any
relevant text documents if available (e.g., a source course document
that covered the information in a slide deck). Alternatively, they
would read an accessible section and ignore non-annotated parts
in a slide deck.
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Deck-level accessibility challenges: Besides the inaccessible
slide elements and reading interface, participants mentioned con-
fusing moments that they encountered when reading slides:

“I can remember there are a couple of times when I read the slides
and all of a sudden I feel like I am falling into an infinite loop (with
build slide), where I just kept reading the same content again and
again. After the fourth time, I just decided to skip the following slide
whenever I read the same initial element again” (P1).

“In many of the slides (even for the slides I made), people tend to
split the contents under the same topic into different slides to avoid
clustering all the information scattered in one slide. I understand it
makes sense visually, but sometimes I lose the track of some specific
topics. I wish I can know where is the end point of the topic and
the start point of another topic if this split strategy was used by the
authors, especially since not all the titles in each topic split will be
exactly the same.” (P3)

“I noticed that I have read slides where each of those slides is just a
short (title) text. I am not quite sure about the purpose of those slides
even though they showed up periodically” (P4).

Based on participants’ feedback, we discovered that while they
were able to recognize the repetitive patterns (such as dividers,
build and topic split slides) used throughout the slide deck, they
had a limited understanding of these difficult-to-navigate struc-
tures. These findings were consistent with our earlier observations
in Section 3.1. After our explanation on each visual pattern, all
participants realized the purposes of those information structures.
They unanimously agreed that it would be helpful to be aware of
the structures while reading through the slides for them to skim,
read, or search within a slide deck in a systematic way.

7.3 Usability Study Results
We used One-way Repeated ANOVA to perform parametric tests
and Wilcoxon Signed-Rank test for non-parametric tests to vali-
date the significant level of each comparison (where each subject
received both treatments). We report our study findings:

Skimming and searching information: In the skimming stage
of our study, participants read significantly more slides using Slide
Gestalt’s hierarchical interface compared to the control interface
(` = 29.3, 𝜎 = 3.1 vs. ` = 19.4, 𝜎 = 2.7) (𝐹 (1, 7) = 127.4;𝑝 < 0.0001).
When searching for information, although all participants obtained
the correct answers, they read through fewer redundant or repet-
itive slide elements using the hierarchical interface compared to
the control interface (` = 6.5, 𝜎 = 3.3 vs. ` = 20.6, 𝜎 = 7.2)

(𝐹 (1, 7) = 66.2;𝑝 < 0.0001). As a result, participants spent signifi-
cantly less time obtaining the correct answers using the hierarchical
interface compared to the control interface (` = 45.8, 𝜎 = 7.1 vs.
` = 96.9, 𝜎 = 8.2) (𝐹 (1, 7) = 721.48;𝑝 < 0.0001).

For the experiences of reading and navigating through the slide
information, all participants preferred the hierarchical interface
to the control interface, where participants rated the hierarchical
interface significantly higher than the control interface for informa-
tion retrieval and navigation (` = 6.4, 𝜎 = 0.5 vs. ` = 4.4, 𝜎 = 0.9)
(𝑍 = 2.52; 𝑝 < 0.001) as well as skimming (` = 6.1, 𝜎 = 0.9 vs.
` = 3.4, 𝜎 = 1.2) (𝑍 = 2.48; 𝑝 < 0.001). When reading the slide
deck with the control interface, participants navigated the slides
and elements linearly and rarely jumped between the slides. All
participants expressed that this linear style was similar to their
current reading practice. On the other hand, all participants made
use of the section and subsection headers when reading the slides
with the hierarchical interface. Five participants (P1, P2, P4, P5,
P8) first skimmed through all the sections and then went back to
the first section to dive into subsections and other details within
each section. Two participants (P3, P7) navigated the first couple of
sections (2-3) and then went back to the top to read the rest of the
content. P5 read the slides in the most unique way, where he nav-
igated back and forth between different sections and subsections
and selectively dove into the details in each section or subsection.
P5 explained:

“This [hierarchical] interface really allows me to go wherever and
whenever I would like to. I can decide to skim through the high-level
ideas and go deep into the details for specific topics, or I can search
for specific terms first and then anchor the specific contents and the
relevant groups of information. I think the system provides readers a
novel perspective to consume the slide deck such that it makes some
of the independent slides connect to each other coherently, just like a
book or document, and creates a platform for the audience to read the
slide decks based on their goal — either it’s just for skimming or for
finding and consuming the information” (P5).

In response to the effort for navigation, participants rated it
easier to navigate with the hierarchical interface than the control
interface (` = 5.9, 𝜎 = 0.6 vs. ` = 3.9, 𝜎 = 1.4 in a 7-point Likert
scale, where 7 means the reading experience took the least effort)
(𝑍 = 2.31; 𝑝 < 0.05). They explained that the hierarchical interface
organized repetitive information into a more concise and inter-
pretable format. Still, two participants expressed that it might take
some time for users to learn and get familiar with the hierarchical

Objective Subjective (out of 7, higher numbers showing more positive experiences on the task)

Interface Number of 
Slides Read

Number of Redundant 
Elements Read

Time to
Get Answers

Structure 
Understanding

General
Navigation Skimming Content

Understanding
Consumption 

Easiness
Slide Gestalt 29.3 6.5 45.8 seconds 6.5 6.4 6.1 5.8 5.9
Control 19.4 20.6 96.9 seconds 3.8 4.4 3.4 3.9 3.9

Table 3: In the usability study,we compared the performance of two interfaces: SlideGestalt andControl Interface.We recorded
objective metrics, such as the number of slides read in a set amount of time, the number of redundant elements read during
navigation, and the time it took to get correct answers. We also asked participants to rate their experience in a 7-point Likert
scale, including their understanding of the structure and content, ability to navigate, skim and consume the slide content.
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control. All participants agreed that both interfaces allowed bet-
ter navigation than their current tools as they could use all the
commands supported by screen readers natively to read through
the slides with heading levels (which is not yet supported by any
presentation tool). Overall, all participants found the hierarchical
interface supported them in reading the slide decks at various time-
scales (short-term skimming or long-term searching or reading)
and manners (linear or non-linear) flexibly.

Understanding the slide deck and its structure: Participants
expressed that the hierarchical interface not only provided them
more supports to understand the embedded structure in a slide deck
than using the control interface (` = 6.5, 𝜎 = 0.5 vs. ` = 3.0, 𝜎 = 0.5)
(𝑍 = 2.53; 𝑝 < 0.001), but also helped them understand the overall
content more thoroughly (` = 5.8, 𝜎 = 1.2 vs. ` = 3.9, 𝜎 = 1.3)
(𝑍 = 2.36; 𝑝 < 0.05) in a short period of time. P7 commented: “I
think showing the information of main sections and sub-topics helped
me understand things beyond structures. To some degree, it allowed
me to learn and follow how the authors build the visual-language
narratives gradually” (P7).

Among the three structure descriptions we provided, all partici-
pants found the descriptions of the build slides (` = 6.75, 𝜎 = 0.43)
and topic split slides (` = 6.25, 𝜎 = 0.97) highly useful, since it
indicated the clear groupings, the start and end range of a series
of relevant slides, and the purpose of those groupings. This helped
them comprehend if the slides either conveyed different content
under the same topic or were snapshots of a group. In terms of
the descriptions of a divider, all participants considered it helpful
to show the start index of a section and indicate the purpose of
those specific slides, yet three participants (P5, P7, P8) thought the
system could filter or hide the description given that it conveyed
less information non-visually than visually. Overall, participants
agreed that our hierarchical interface enabled them to understand a
slide deck at both the high level (structures) and low level (content).

Although participants did not encounter errors in our structure
descriptions throughout the study, we asked feedback on compu-
tational assistance and potential errors. All participants expressed
that they appreciated an automatic approach to improve their read-
ing experiences, and therefore could tolerate system issues. While
this work is a first step to surface the hierarchical information of
a slide deck, we encourage future research to design interactive
tools for slide authors to provide quality annotations of both the
structures and detailed content of a slide deck.

8 DISCUSSION AND OPPORTUNITIES
We demonstrated that by identifying the structure in a slide deck,
the hierarchical information can support BVI users consuming
slides more efficiently and effectively with a screen reader friendly
interface. We discuss the limitations and opportunities Slide Gestalt
introduces for future research.

Towards quality structure descriptions: Considering differ-
ent design practices that slide authors could have, to improve the
quality of the structure descriptions, future work could expand our
current highlight detection methods by extracting visual [18, 50]
or semantic [30] salience of the content. A system could also con-
sider outline slides based on a language model or heuristics (e.g., a
slide title of “outline”, “overview”, or “agenda”). We also noted that

another authoring practice is to present abstractive content, such
as an image slideshow with a few text overlays. To support vari-
ous design styles, we suggest collecting define-grained structure
annotations at a large scale for further investigation.

Supporting mix-initiative authoring for accessible struc-
tures: Slide Gestalt improves the non-visual accessibility and us-
ability of a slide deck by generating the hierarchy for BVI readers
after a deck is created. Going forward, we suggest designing real-
time techniques for slide authors to embed the structure metadata
during the authoring phase. Similar to prior research on tools for im-
proving image alt text, one opportunity is to integrate our pipeline
with existing slide authoring tools by generating initial structure
annotations for authors to edit, which we leave for future work.

Improving reading experiences for sighted readers:While
Slide Gestalt is designed for BVI users, we assume that the gener-
ated information could also support sighted users to consume a
slide deck more efficiently. We had prototyped multiple interfaces
to visualize the automatically-extracted hierarchy of a slide deck
by augmenting the filmstrip or the grid view of an existing slide
authoring tool. We encourage future research to make the slide
decks accessible and useful for all audiences across devices beyond
the scope of this paper.

Generalizationwith ethical considerations:Our work struc-
tures a slide deck by its text and visual materials. We focus on
trusted content to make responsibly-created slide decks more acces-
sible. We acknowledge that our findings are limited to the sample
size and the recruitment strategy from a close network. We suggest
future studies should consider long-term and diverse user feedback.

9 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present Slide Gestalt, an automatic approach that
identifies the hierarchical structure in a slide deck. This approach
uses visual and textual information to group slides into a two-
level hierarchy, which allows users to navigate the content via a
screen reader. The design of Slide Gestalt is based on interviews
with BVI audiences and sighted creators, as well as an analysis of
100 slide decks and accessibility guidelines for digital documents.
We tested Slide Gestalt on 50 real-world slide decks and found
that it effectively identified hierarchical structures. Feedback from
BVI participants indicated that Slide Gestalt helped them navigate
slide decks more efficiently and effectively compared to traditional
accessible slides.
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